
OUTDOOR EDUCATION TEACHER RESUME
Summary:

A highly motivated individual with excellent experience in teaching; time management and motivational skills; an effective
teamleader with an ability to effectively manage and increase productivity within the team; possesses the ability to work
with minimal supervision and is equipped with exemplary organizational skills; excellent interpersonal skills and is able to
communicate and collaborate effectively with co-workers from all levels

Professional Experience:
Outdoor Education TeacherJanuary 2007 – Present
NY Outdoor Institute, New York

Responsibilities:

Conducted training sessions outdoors in order to utilize and effectively roll out unorthodox way of learning regarding the
environment.
Provided instructions to students for them to closely observe the nature in relation to their environment.
Developed new outdoor curriculum to further improve learning of students in conserving Mother Nature.
Followed guidelines in environmental education to ensure that all topics are tackled clearly before the term ends.
Had camping as an activity for students to enjoy forests and appreciate the beauty of a green environment.
Outdoor Education TeacherMay 2004 – December 2006
Central Outdoor Institute, New York

Responsibilities:
Conducted training sessions outdoors in order to utilize and effectively roll out unorthodox way of learning regarding
the environment.
Provided instructions to students for them to closely observe the nature in relation to their environment.
Developed new outdoor curriculum to further improve learning of students in conserving Mother Nature.
Followed guidelines in environmental education to ensure that all topics are tackled clearly before the term ends.
Had camping as an activity for students to enjoy forests and appreciate the beauty of a green environment.

Outdoor Education TeacherMay 2004 – December 2006
Central Outdoor Institute, New York

Responsibilities:
Conducted training sessions outdoors in order to utilize and effectively roll out unorthodox way of learning regarding
the environment.
Provided instructions to students for them to closely observe the nature in relation to their environment.
Developed new outdoor curriculum to further improve learning of students in conserving Mother Nature.
Followed guidelines in environmental education to ensure that all topics are tackled clearly before the term ends.
Had camping as an activity for students to enjoy forests and appreciate the beauty of a green environment.

Outdoor Education TeacherMay 2004 – December 2006
Central Outdoor Institute, New York

Education:
Associate Degree in Outdoor Education, University of Arizona, 1999
Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Arizona, 1996

Skills/Certifications:
Strong leadership and teamwork attributes
Excellent time management skills
Proficient in computer skills
Knowledge in nature survival

Associations/Organizations:
Environmental Education Organization, Member
American Outdoor Society, Member
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